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Abstract 

The Binary Relationship Model (BRlVl) is a widely used meta-model in conceptual modeling 
because it is pa,rt of a methodology for information analysis, NIAM, and beca,use tools exist 
to map BRM conceptua.i models onto database definitions, The growing need to define 
semantics in conceptual models demands several extensions to BRM, among which is the 
definition of a constraint language. Because BRlVl has no formal semantic definition, the 
first step is to derive semantics for BRiVl schemas. In this paper, we give a formal definition 
of the semantics of a BRIVI schema and show the equivalence of BRM schemas to FDM 
schemas by giving a general mapping algorithm between these two schemas, Because the 
Functional Data Model has a well-defined semantics in terms of sets and functions, as well 
as a data language for expressing queries and constraints, the algorithm opens the way to 
well-defined extensions on the semantics of BRM. The extension of the results to N-ary 
relationship models is discussed, 



1 Introduction 

Conceptual modeling is an important step in the development of information systems, 
because it results in a model which is the basis for all further steps. Several methods for 
conceptualizing exist, most of which are incorporated in information system development 
methodologies. A conceptua.! data model should give a specification of the state space of 
a part of the real world, referred to as the object system, in terms of entities and their 
relations, which can be used by designers to develop an information system. It should 
therefore cover the structural, semantic, and dynamic aspects of the object system. A 
meta-model gives rules for building a model, that is, which kinds of components are to be 
used to describe the object system, which kinds of structures are to be defined, and how 
semantic information is to be included in conceptual models. 

In the Binary Relationship Model (BRM ) [Sen7.5, Nij77] the basic components are 
called object types, and the structure is given by binary relationships and sub-type hi
erarchies. The functional data model FDM [ABvH90] also uses object types as basic 
components, and functions and sub typing as structuring facilities. 

The increasing importance of semantic modeling in software engineering and database 
t.echnology makes clea.r t.he lack of a forma'! semantics for BRM. This is most clearly 
signalled by the absence of a data language for formulating constraints which cannot be 
expressed graphically, and queries. For FDM, a formal semantics and a data language have 
been defined [ABv H90]. 

Another aspect. of BRl'v1 is its generality: it conceptualizes in terms of classes and 
binary relations between classes. In practice, however, relations between classes often are 
restricted to functions. This leads to constraints on the BRM primitive concept 'relation', 
in order t.o express the functiolla'! character of relations. A functional data model needs 
no constraints to express functions because they are primitives in this model. However, to 
represent. pure bina.ry relat.ions in FDM additional entities must be introduced. 

Thus, frOlll a. software engineering point of' view, BRI'v! is ea.sier to lise. Franl a, farnlal 
point of view, FDiVI is best suited for a semantic definition of concepts. By mapping a 
BRM schema to an FDM schema, one can provide formal semantics for the BRM schema, 
preserving BRiV['s user friendliness. Reversely, by converting a.n FDM schema to a. BRM 
schema, one can make use of the extensive CASE tools available for BRM. In this paper, 
we will pursue the first option. The relationship between FDM and BRM has recently 
become interesting also for another rea.son. In the ESPRIT-project PROOFS 1 the use 
of formal methods for the development of distributed industrial applications is studied. 
In this project the aim is not to define a. new integrated formalism that covers all the 
aspect.s, but rat.her to clevelop linka.ge of several existing methods and supporting tools. 
One of these tools is ExSpect, a tool for writing executable specifications [vHSV89], the 
cla.ta. model of which is based on a. type system using, among others, sets and functions as 
basic types, the mathematical concepts underlying FDM. On the data modeling side, the 

1 Esprit, project EP5:342, the acronym stallds for: Promotion of Forma.l l'vIethods in Europea.n Softwa.re 
Industry. 
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PROOFS project considers BRM. The link between the two is provided by this paper. 
The structural aspects of the Binary Relationship Model are discussed briefly in section 

2. A formal definition is given in Appendix A. An example is introduced which will serve as 
the running example throughout the paper. In section 3, we briefly discuss the Functional 
Data :Model, for which a formal definition has been given in [ABvH90], together with a 
formal, denotationa.l semantics in terms of sets and functions. The algorithm for mapping 
a. BR.M instance onto a.n FD M instance is presented in section 4. We distinguish between 
two phases: a straightforward mapping phase, and a rewriting phase in which redundancy 
resulting from the transformation of the preceding phase is eliminated. In section .5, we 
summarise the results and discuss some open questions. 

2 Binary Relationship Model 

The Binary Relationship Model (BRlVf) was introduced in [Sen75]. Although several papers 
have been written on the model (for example, [MarS7, Nij77, NHS9]), none of them dea.ls 
with a formal basis for it, each giving a slightly different informal definition. A formal 
definition for BR.M is given in appendix A. In the sequel we will informally comment on 
tile aspects of BR!'vI \\'e consider there. 

concepts A conceptual model of an object system given in terms of BRM consists of 
object type.s, representing entities, and fact types, representing relations between entities. 
In the NTAM. methodology ([NHS9, WinS7, HabSS, AZ90j), object types are derived from 
the nouns in a textua.l description of the object system, and fact types are derived from 
the verbs. An object type is given a unique name and describes a domain 2 of objects. A 
distinction is made in BRM between object types representing 'lexical entities', or printable 
objects, such as '1305' and '.]ohn', and object types representing 'non-lexical entities', such 
a.s a.. person or a.n exatnination. A dOlnain of lexical objects (for exalnple, {' 1', ... , ' lOO'} 
or {'John', 'i'vlan'-', 'Paun) is called a lexical object type (LOT) a domain of non-lexical 
objects is called a non-lexical object type (NOLOT), e.g., 'person' may be the name of a 
NOLOT representing a domain of persons. 3 

Relations between objects are called jilcts, relationships between object types are rep
resented by fact t.ypes which are restricted to binary fact types in BRlVI. A binary fact type 
may be regarded as a Cartesian product of two object types. 

Sometimes an object type does not give enough information for certain subdomains, 
and subdivision of its clomain into subdomains is needed. This specialization is represented 
in BRM by subtype links. A subtype link between two object types denotes an is_a. relation 
between their domains. Each object belonging to the sub object type also belongs to the 

?The term domain is used here to denote a base set. Each subset is a valid choice for a.n instance of 
the object type. 

3Th ere exist more suitable names: LOTs denote label t.ypes) and NOLOTs denote entity types. However, 
N1.A1,\,1 lit.erature still holds on to the original names 'LOT· and 'NOLOT;. ,,,re will adhere to this tradit.ion 
here. 
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super object type. 'I'Ve say, for instance, that 'mall' 'is_a.' 'person', that is, each object of 
type 'mall' is also of type 'person'. 

constraints Structural properties of an object system can be represented using object 
types, fact types and subtype links, semantic properties will be represented by constmints, 
which are rest.rictions on relations. \Ve distinguish between single-relation constmints, re
striding single relations in terms of totality and uniqueness, and m·"lti-l'elation constmints, 
imposing rest.rictions on a group of relations. 

In BRM, a relationship is divided into two roles representing two ways of looking at 
t.he relationship. At the instance level, a. relation consists of an ordered pair of objects, 
one for each role. The object playing the first role is taken from the domain of that role, 
that is, one of the two object types participating in the fact type. The other object is 
taken from the domain of the second role called the cO-1'Ole of the first role. The two roles 
in a relationship are each others co-roles. The domain of a role's co-role also is called 
the co-domain of that role. Single-relation constraints impose restrictions on combinations 
of pairs within a certain relationship. They a.re represented by special properties of the 
relationship's roles. A role is said to be lotal if each object from the domain of the role 
is rela.t.ed to (forms a. pair with) some object from the co-domain. A role is said to be 
unique if an object from its domain is relat.ed to at most one object in its co-domain. In 
this case the relation is a. function with the unique role as its doma.in type. If both roles 
of a relationship are total the relationship denotes bi-total relations. If one of the roles is 
tot.al and the other one is unique, the relationship is a sUljection if both roles are total, an 
injection if both roles are unique, and a bijection if it is both a surjection and an injection. 

multi-relation constraints We divide multi-relation constraints into multi-role eon
stminf8 a.nd m.l/lti-feret constraints. Multi-role constraints restrict combinations of objects 
in different roles, multi-fact constraints restrict combinations of pairs in different relation
ships. A multi-role constraint is imposed on roles with the same domain, or with domains 
in the same family," called their common domain .. 5 

A totality constraint states that the objects occurring in the roles together form the set 
of objects of the common domain of the roles: there is no object in that common domain 
that occurs in none of the roles. 

An exclusivity constraint states that objects of the common domain cannot occur in 
more than one role. In the example schema. (see Figure 1), an exclusion constraint is 
given on roles n·He_of and mistress_of. This means that there is no woma.n (an object of 
the COlllmon doma.in of wjfe_of anel mistress_of) occurring in both wife_of anel mistress_of. 
Note that a combination of totality and exclusivity on a. set of roles requires their common 
domain to be partitioned. 

An eq/f.a/ity constraint sta.tes that the set of objects in one of the roles is the same as 
the set for each role. 

4\Ve sa.y objects are of the sa.me family if they have a. common super object type. 
5St.rict.ly spoken I their common super object type is the common domain. 
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A subset constraint from one role to another requires the set of objects occurring in the 
first role to be a subset of the set of objects occurring in the second role. In the example, 
a subset constra.int is placed on c/iecLoll a.nd born_all, meaning that each perSall occurring 
in c/iecLon should also occur in hOl'lLOll. 

A uniqueness constraint on a. set of roles requires that a tuple of objects, one from 
each role participa.ting, uniquely identifies an object of their common co-domain. In the 
example schema, da.le is uniquely identified by a. tuple of a year, a mOllth, and a day. 

multi-fact constraints There are three multi-fact constra,ints in BRM: fact equality, 
fact exclusion a.nd fact subset. Each multi-fact constraint restricts a set of relationships 
with roles having domains of the same family. 

A fact equality constraint restricts the set of object pairs occurring in one of the relations 
to be t.he same as the set occurring in the other rela.tions. Note that this is more restrictive 
than two equality constraints on the roles of both facts. While the latter requires only that 
the domains of the roles should be eq lIal., the former furthermore requires that the pairs 
formed in the rela,tionship are exactly the same pairs. 

A .fllct eJ:ciusion constraint requires the set of pairs of one of the relations to be disjoint 
from the set of pa.irs of the other relations. 

A fact subset constraint requires the set of pairs of the first relation to be a subset of 
the set, of pairs of the second rela.tion. 
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state space A database state represents a state of the object system and is specified 
in BRIVI by giving the state of every object type, LOT or NOLOT-i.e., by giving the 
representations of the objects of that particular type present in the given state of the 
object system-and the sfafe of every fact type. A database state has to satisfy a number 
of requirements, which aTe given in definition A of appendix A. The most important ones 
are that objects have a valid representation and that the state of a role, as derived from 
the state of the fact type it belongs to, must be a subset of the state of the corresponding 
object type. In addition to this, also the graphical constraints must be satisfied. The set 
of database states satisfying the constraints in definition A is called the state space. 

Example vVe will present here as an example conceptua.! schema the information model 
of a, private investigator. It concerns men and women, who may be married, but also 
may have extra-marital relations. Note that this schema, the diagram of which is given 
in Figure 1, ca,n only be a model for a society where married women are faithful to their 
husbands. It is contrived in order to give a collection of example occurrences of object 
types, fact types, sub links, and constraints. Thus, the schema is of theoretical value only. 
The textual specification of this schema can be found in Appendix B. 

3 Functional Data Model 

The functiona.! data model (FDM) we will use here [ABvH90) is related to a proposal by 
David Shi pman [ShiSl J. The basis for Shipman's model was formed by the basic concepts 
of objects or entdies and functions (relations between objects). The essential difference 
between that model amI the functiona.! data model used here is that Shipman's functions 
are multi-va.!ned in the sense that a function, when applied to an object in its domain, will 
always yield a set of objects. Such a function represents a binary relationship, similar to 
the fact types in BR1VI. The functions, as defined in [ABvH90J, are always mono-valued, 
i.e., they yield a single object. The reason for this choice is that, in practice, generally 
mono~valued functions are encountered. Furthermore, multi~valued functions can always 
be modeled using mono-valued functions: a l110no~valued function when applied inversely 
also yields a set. A further difference is that Shipman makes no distinction between LOTs 
and NOLOTs and treats data types, such as string and integer types, needed only for 
representing names ane! numbers, as object types. In the functiona'! data model used 
here, the modeling and representational issues have been separated, just as in the Binary 
Relationship lVloclel. The FDl'vI conceptual model has two components: a structure schema 
and a representa.tion schenla. 

structure vVhen constructing an instance of the functional data model for a particular 
object system, one classifies the objects in the system into object types, according to the 
properties they have. An object type has a, label or name and is, mathematically speaking, 
a set. Properties of objects are given by relating one object to another one, and can be 
regarded as orclerecl pairs of objects. The first element of each pair is the object having 
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the property; the second element is the object giving the details of the property. Because 
pairs of objects may be related in more than one way, the ordered pairs have to be labeled 
in order to distinguish the various relations. Properties with the same label are collected 
into functions, i.e., sets of ordered pairs which are characterized by the fact that the first 
element of any pair is unique within the set. 

Functions are classified into property types: sets of functions with the same label. A 
structure schema (see [ABvH90J) specifies which object types are included in the data model 
and wha.t. their properties are, i.e., what kind of functional rela.tionships exist between the 
various object types. In addition, one can specify a number of graphical constraints, 
restricting property types to contain only total, injective and/or surjective funeLions, and 
object types to be a sub type of another object type, as well as specify key (uniqueness) and 
mutual exclusion constraints. Other constraints will be specified using the data language 
[ABvH90]. The choice is relatively arbitra.ry, representing a trade-off between commonality 
of the constraints and readability of the diagram. The data language we will use here is a 
first order langua.ge. incorporating the usual mathematical expressions. 

representation In the next stage of the modeling process, the representations for the 
object types are specified in the representation schem.a. The representation of an object 
type may be structured according to a rela.tional, a network or a hierarchical data model 
[ABvH90] anticipating the implementation of the database system with a relational, net
work or hierarchical data.base management system, respectively. In that case we will have 
to transform the functional structure schema into the appropriate representation schema. 
In this paper we have chosen a direct, .functional representation model, which uses the same 
basic ingredients for the representations as for the structure schema: sets and functions 
[ABvH90J, which has the virtue of simplicity. 

The structure schema is used mostly in the earlier phases of the design process for an 
information system. The object types occurring in this schema therefore are at the same 
level as NOLOTs .in BRM and entities and relationships in the ER-model [Che76]. The 
finer details (ef., attributes) aTe added at a later sta.ge, when the representation schema 
is constructed by an appropriate transformation of the structure schema. and by adding 
lexical object. types and a representation (domain) for every object type. However, one 
can also choose to include all releva.nt object types a.!ready in the structure schema. In 
that case only the information concerning representations has to be added to obtain the 
representation schema. This is the approach followed here. 

vVe will distinguish between basic and de1'ived representations. In the former case 
objects are represented directly by associa.ting them with a (possibly complex) value. In 
the latter case objects are represented by tuples, constructed from the representa.tions 
of objects from other object types. Every object type may have a basic representation, 
but only object types for which (total) key constraints have been defined (see [ABvH90J) 
may have a derived representation." The former type will in general correspond to LOTs, 

l'iThe total key constraint corresponds to the requirement in BRM that every NOLOT has to be 
"referenceable" . 
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the latter to NOLOTs ill BR1Vr. A typical example of all object type which derives its 
representation from other object types is an object type modeling a billa.ry [Nij77] or, in 
generaL an n-ary [Che76] relationship between object types. We will see (e.g., in Figure 
2) that a fact type in the BRIVI will be modeled in the FDM by an object type and two 
property types (one for each role), that connect the object type modeling the fact type to 
the two object types participating in the fact type. A fact then is identified by specifying 
two objects, one for each role. On the derivation of the representation of an object type 

8----11,--,;' ---," 1--1 --18 

Figure 2: A binary fact type and its functional equiva1ent 

one has to impose, of course, the restriction that no cycles occur. An object type cannot 
be represented, directly or indirectly, in terms of itself. 

state space A database stale in the functional model then is specified by giving the 
state of every object type-i.e., by giving the representations of the objects present in the 
system at that point.-and the slale of their properties. A database state has to satisfy 
the minimal requirements that objects have a valid representation and that properties in 
a given database state refer to objects that exist in the same data.base state. In addition, 
the graphical constraints, specified in the structure schema, have to be satisfied. The set 
of database states that satisfy these requirements is called the state space. By imposing 
additional constraints we can restrict the state space to become a ,'estricted state space, 
using a data language. 

Exan1ple As an example of a structure schema we give the structure diagram (the graph
icall'epresentation of the structure schema) for our running example (Figure :3). 

The notation used is as follows: object types are represented by named boxes; property 
types by labeled arrows with a. dashed shaft and a "feather" at their base. 

To express a totality constraint the base half of the arrow representing the property 
type is drawn with a solicllin€ (Figure .5); 

A surjectivity constraint is expressed by making the tip part of the arrow solid (Figure 
6). 

Injectivity is indicated by omitting the "feather" from the shaft (Figure 7). 
Properties satisfying an i8_0 constraint have an is_a label in addition to their name 

(Figure S). In the diagram properties with the same is_a la.bel may be represented by 
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died_on ,--I.IL-, . ... >-..... . 

L-_,-_t"' ..... ;11-~~~~~.L.-rn----l 
.. ,[~ 

marriecUo 
..... -----.... -...... ~-- ...... -.... ----.... . 

Figure 3: Structure diagram 

having the tips of the arroll"s fuse into one; the corresponding subtypes partition the super 
type. 

In order to be equivalent to the same example represented in the BRM model, the 
structure diagram has to be supplemented with the following constraints 

rng(sd U rng(sz) = person 

rng(mislress) n clom( m(lITierLto) = f/J 

clom( dierLon) C;; dom( borlLon) 

8·····~········.-···············G 

Figure 4: A property type (on the left) and its BRM equivalent 
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-f 

G 'VI '--"---'-_,,j------18 

Figure ,5: A total property type and its BRi'1'! equivalent 

-f 

G~I" ,,\ V 8 B-----~-------- ..... ----G 

Figure 6: A surjectiw property type and its BRl'vI equivalent 

These constraints are expressions in the data language defined in [ABv H90j. 
In the a.lgorithm. the marriage relation is replaced by an injective property type named 

Inarried_Io. 

4 The Transformation of BRM to FDM 

In this section we will describe the transformation from a BRM-schema to an FOM-schema. 
We will illustrate the procedure briefly with the running example (see Appendix B). 

--f--

8~--lI" "1---\ ----18 G--' --__ f_ --- - - - - .-- -- - -- - - - - -- - --G 

Figure /: An injective property type and its BRM equiva.lent 
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Gr------s ->8 G-s--·----J .. ~-~~~~--------1 ~ I 

Figure 8: Subtyping conventions in BRM and FDM 

4.1 Approach 

vVe will here give an algorithm to convert each BRM schema into an FDM structure schema 
and a textual component LeF representing constraints on the structure schema. \Ve will 
use a three step approach: 

• First. the BRM schema is built up out of the textual specification. In this step, roles 
. . 

are gIven a. unIque nanle. 

• Secondly, we will map each concept in the BRM schema onto one or more concepts 
in an FDM schema. in a straightforward way. This is called the mapping phase. 

• After thaL we will re\\Tite the FDi\T schema by deleting redundant properties and 
object types. and rellTiting constraints. This is ca.l1ed the rewriting phase. 

In our discussion of the algorithm, we will convert a BRM schema. B to an FDM schema 
F. The BRM schema B is a tuple < Lt', NB , Ft', R/3, St', FTt', STt', C13 >, with Ct' :=< 
h, .'lB. TI3. [i13, E 13 , X 13 • 1,1.,. CL 13 >, The FDM structure schema F is a triple < OF, PF , CF > 
with PF :=< FF. D F . RF > and C> :=< QF, UF , X F >. 8 

4,2 The BRM schema. 

The input for this step is a well-defined B schema [NHS9j. LOTs are given in L13 , NOLOTs 
in N13 • Each fact type is given a unique name if it did not already have one. Each role 
of a fact type is represented by a name in R 13 , which is made unique if it was not. The 
fact type then is represented by its name in FL" and an association with the role names 
in FT13 • Sub links are given unique names: they are represented in SI3 and STL, , and for 
each sub link a pair consisting ot' a. sub type nalne and super type nalue is given in STH_ 

All total role constraints are represented by the names of the constrained roles in At'. The 
names of the roles that are unique are given in It,. Key constraints are represented in UB 

by giving the name of the object type constrained. associated with the names of the roles 

'See Appendix A. 
sSee e.g. [ABvH90J 
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identifying the object type. The totality constraints are represented in TI3, the exclusivity 
constraints are given in X 13 . 

In t.he example schema, only date is uniquely identifiable by the yeaI' of the date, its 
month and its day. There is only one totaIity constraint, between sub links. There are two 
exclusivity constraints: the first one is between the sub links 81 and 82, the second one 
between two rolesmistl'ess_of and wife_of They are given in X/3. The subset constraint 
between the roles dierLon and borlLoll is given in V/3. Finally, CL 13 gives the clustering of 
su blinks 81 and 82' 

4.3 The Mapping Phase 

Definition: \<\ie define a mapping function I' in order to map names in BRM to names 
in FDlvI: 

11(17.) :=' iV_' + n, n E iVB 

Thus, p is a prefix function. The prefixes enable us to distinguish the collection of 
object types in OF in the FD]\'I-structure schema in the rewriting phase. We define p' as 
the inverse of I', tha.t is: II.' 'chops' off the first two characters of names in such a way that 
/,'(Il(e)) = e. 

Mapping Algorithm: Given this function p, we will now describe the mapping phase 
of the transformation algorithm: 

• For each LOT type 1 E L B , introduce an object type Il(l) in OF. 

• For each NOLOT t.ype n E Nt" introduce an object type Il(n) in OF. 

• For each role l' E RB, introduce a property type 11(1') in FF. 

• For each fact type f E Fis, let FTt,U) = ((T1,otJ,(1'2;02)), where 1'1 and "2 are 
distinct roles of R", and 01 and 0, are object types. Then: 

introduce an object type p(f) in OF; 

introduce (I'.(rr), IlU)) and (/1·(1'2), pU)) in DF ; 

introduce (fl(1'1),ll(0r)) a.nel (1'.(r2),p(02)) in RF; 
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QF(,l(T1)) := {< total, T >, < injective, J.. >, < sll7jective, J.. >}; 

QF(fl(T2)) := {< total, T >, < injective, J.. >, < sUljective, J.. >}; 

add {< I' (1',), Il( 1'2) >} to Th(,tCf)). 

Thus, the fact .r with roles 1'1 and 1'2 in Ro, is mapped to an object type fl(f) and 
two total properties It(Tl) and p(1'2) in F, which together are a key for P(f)' We say 
the properties Idr,) and It(1'2) 'belong to' the object type Il(f) . 

• For each s E 86, let STB(S) = (sIlb,s'1lpe1'): 

introduce a sub link property It(s) in FF; 

add (!1(S)"t(sub)) to DF; 

add (1'.(S),/l(sllper)) to RF ; 

construct an is_a label I; add I to ViLa; 

- QF(,I(S)) := l. 

Thus, a. sub link S in B is mapped to a property p(s) in F, which is labeled as an 
is_" property . 

• For Ct, do: 

for each 7' Eft,: QF(I'(r))' injective := T; 

[or each r E 04 6: QF('l(r)) . s",jeciive := T; 

Thus, uniqueness constraints on a single role in B are transferred to injectivity con
straints in F; a total role constraint is mapped to surjectivity. 
A totality constraint has to be mapped to a textual constraint, therefore: 

for each (0.< /'" .... r n » E T6 add 11.(0) = rng(I'(1'l))U ... Urng(l'(r,J) to 
L eF : 

vVe will postpone the translation of multi-role uniqueness constraints, because at 
this stage the property types involved do not have a. common domain. This will 
only be the case after the necessary rewriting of the structure schema resulting from 
the mapping phase has been done. 9 Therefore, we introduce a temporary set Mu 
containing translated object types and properties involved in this type of constraint: 

For equality, exclusivity, and s.ubset constraints, we have to distinguish between role 
constraints and fad constraints. R.ole constraints can easily be translated to range 
constraint.s imposed on the properties the roles are translated to. For fact constraints, 
translation is less easy and an example is given in Figure 9: 

°Not.e that for multi-role uniqueness constra.ints to be meaningful the co roles of the roles involved have 
to be subject. to a uniquelless constraint, t.hemseh·es. 
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Figure 9: An example of the mapping for an equality constraint on two fact types 

- for each < e1, e2 > E E6: 

* if e" C2 E HL" add rng(f/(ed) = rng(f/(e2)) to LCF; 

In case of it fact. equality between e1 and 8" we have to express that the set of 
pa.irs (P1 (,'C), lh (x)) of ob jeet,s representing the state of e1 in a given databa.se 
state is equal to the set of pairs (P3(Y),P4(Y)) of objects representing the state 
of e2 in the sa.me data,base state (see definition A in a,ppendix A), where x E 

II(e1),Y E p(e2), and Pi = 1'(l'i), We define a relation sub between p(el) a.nd 
f/ (83), and equali ty in terms of sub: 

* ifel,e2 E FF, letFTF(ed = {(1'I' oJ), ('-2,02)}, FT,,(e2) = {('-3, 03), (,-",o,,)}, 
f = p(el),g = l'(e,),pI = II('-d,p, = 11(1'2),1'3 = 11(1'3),]1" = p(I',,), 01 and 
03 ha,ve a common domain, as well as 02 and 0,,: 
add sub(f, g) II sub(g,f) to L CF , where 
subU,g) :=V[x: fl3[y :glpI(x) =1'3(y) 111'2(1,) =1',,(y)]], 

- for each :1' E XL" 
In ca.se of exclusivity between roles ri in RF , an exclusivity constraint is imposed 
Oil the ra.nges of the translated roles, that is, on all p(J'i) in :F: 

* if T is of the form < rl, ... , 1'n >, with Ti E RF U S13: 

add (1'(0), < 1'("1), ... , II( Tn) » to Mx; here 0 refers to the common 
domain of 1'1 torn. 

add Ai>i(rng(ll(r;))) n I'11g(rt(ri)) = 0,i,j E {I, ... , n}, to LCF . 

* if T is of the form < 61, <', >, el, e2 E F/3, let 1', and ]12 be the properties 
belonging to f = I,(er), and P3 and 1'" belong to g = II(e,). Add to LCF: 

V[T: 1,(el)IVy: 1,(e,)I(PI(x) = p3(y)) --> (p2(X) # p,,(y)) A(P2(X) = P4(y))--> 
(pr(x) # P3(U))]. 

- for each v E l'i<: 

* if v is of the form < j),(j >, p,q E RB , add (rng(ll(p)) <;;: rng(I,(q))) to LCF . 



* if v is of the form < e"eZ >,e"e2 E FB, add sub(lt(e,),/1(ez)) to L cF . 

A cluster in B is a set of sub links 8" ... , Sn in SB, associa.ted with the same super 
type. In an earlier translation, each sub link Si has already been mapped to a property 
type /1(3i), and an is_a label Ii is introduced for it in Vi,-a' vVe will associate all those 
sub links p(Si) with one and the same label, picking the first one of the labels Ii 
already construct.ed, and deleting aU others. 

for each (0, < 8" ... , Sn » E eLL<, let Ii range over the associated is_a labels 
such that QF(,,(Si)) = Ii: 

* replace QF(p(3i)) by 1, : 

* delete i"i E {2, ... , n} from viu. 

After the first phase of the aIgorithm, OF contains three kinds of object types: each LOT 
of B is represented in OF, as well as each NOLOT. Each fact t.ype of B is also represented 
by an object type in OF, a 'fact object type'. Roles and sub links in B are represented by 
'role' properties in F and t.hus are mapped in FF. The domain of a role property is the fact 
object type representing the originaI fact. Its range is the object type in B associat.ed with 
the role. The domain of a sub link representation is the representation of the sublink's sub 
type. Domains amI ranges of object types in F are given in DF and RF respectively. 

Each fact type of B introduces a uniqueness constraint in F, imposed on the proper
ties represent.ing the fact's roles. These constraint.s are represented in UF. QF represents 
totality, injectivity and sl11'jectivity constraints on role properties in F; most of them are 
derived from tota.l role amI unique role constraints of roles in B. Each role property initially 
is tota.l. iv1u represellts key constraints of B; in the example case there is only one such 
constraint. 11£'-0 marks sub links, anel LCF gives the translation of the totality and ex
clusivity constraint.s between 8, and 32, the exclusivity constraint between mistTess_of and 
wife_of and the subset constra.int between died_OTt and bo.,..,Lon: all in the data. language. 

4.4 The Rewriting Phase 

We now ha.ve object types collected in OF, among which are fact object. types. Furthermore, 
we have properties -role properties and sub link properties- collected in PF , with their 
domains and ra.nges specified. We will call a role property p total iff QF(p) . total = T. 
Analogously, we call p injective or slIl:jechve. 

The object types in F that represent a fact type of the original BRM schema Bare 
recognizable in OF because of the laheling function It. In the rewriting phase, we will t.ry to 
replace as many of those 'binary object types' as possible by property types according to the 
correspondence given in Figl1l'e 2. This is only possible when one or both of the properties 
of the 'binary object type' is injective. If none of them is injective, it is not possible to 
rewrite the part of the schema concerning this object type: the fact object type in F 
then represents a pme binary rela.tionship in B. In this phase, we will therefore consider 
only 'injective' fact types. When we replace a fact. object type and its two properties by a 
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single property, we have to modify all expressions in which any of these appear accordingly. 
Special care has to be taken when uniqueness or exclusiveness constraints a.re involved. 

\Ne have to perform two steps in the rewriting of a fact object type: first we have 
to decide which of the two property types will replace the fact object type; next, the 
constraints in the data language have to be a.dapted to the new situation. In replacing 
the fact object type by one of its property types, the constraints of the property type will 
change accordingly . 

• For each fact object type f E OF, let FTF(ft'(f)) = ((ai, Ci), (aj, Ci)), Pi = ft(ai), 
Pi = It(aj), I"i = I/(Ci), '.j = ft(Cj): 

If exadly one of the property types is injective, say Pi, and Pi if. .Mu, we replace 
f and p, by an adapted version of Pj: 

* delete f from OF; 

* DF(Pi) := RF(p;): 
* if Pj E MU(Ti), add Pi to [iF("i) and delete Pi from Mu{1-;); 

* delete < jJi, f > from DF : 

* delete < Pi, I"i > from RF ; 

* delete (f, < Pd)j » from UF: 

* QF(Pi)· toto I := QF(P;) . sllljective; 

* delete QF(])i): 
* replace each occurrence of rng(pi) in LCF by dom(pj); 

* delete Pi from F F. 

If Pi E Mu , then Pi also is in:iect.ive10 and we proceed as above, switching Pi and 

Pi· 
If both Pi and Pj are injective, then, due to the properties of BRM, a.t most one 
of Ti: Tj is a. LOT type. 

* if one of them is a LOT type, say I'J' we proceed as we did above. 

* if they both are NOLOT types, we ha.ve to choose between Pi a.nd Pj: 
if one of them is surjective, say Pi, we proceed as above. If none or both 
are surjective, we have to consider multiple role constraints: 

if one of them is involved in a key constraint. C E UB, say Pj, we proceed 
as above; 

otherwise, we consider involvement of I"(pi) and ,,'(Pi) in TF , EB , X B , 

and II,;. If 11'(1';) is involved in more constraints than is ft'(pJ)' we 
proceed as above. 

In the case we did not come to a decision yet, we proceed as above, 
making an ad hoc clecision11 

lOa is a. propert,y of well-defined BR.M schemas t.hat the co-role of a. role constrained by uniqueness is 
ulllque. 

llAlternatively, the rewriting system could ask the user's assista.nce, presenting the alternatives. 
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• Now that we replaced the fact object type, we have to adapt the data language 
expressions. For each statement Si from LCF = 81 1\ ... 1\ 8n , if 8i is of the form 
dom(p;) n dom(Ji,) = 0, and provided that DF(p;) = DF(pj) and Pi and Pj E A1x: 

add Pi and Pi to XF(DF(Pi)); 

delete Si from LCF. 

Finally. all names that obtained a label in the mapping phase are now unlabeled using 
1". Note that all occurrences of names n in the textual constraints of LCF also have to be 
replaced by Il'(n). As a final step property types may be suitahly renamed. 

In the example schema after the rewriting phase, most of the fact object types ha,ve 
been replaced by properties. The only one remaining is a./Jair. Note that at this stage 
all labels have been removed. For each fact object type removed also a role property has 
been removed. The domains of the role properties replacing the fact object types have 
been adapted to the new situation, as well as the constraints in QF. In LCF , mg( wife_of) 
has been repla,ced by dom(husban(Lof), because role property wife_of and fact object type 
matrimony have been replaced by property husban(Lof 

5 Summary and Future Research 

In the previous sections we have seen that it is straightforwa,rd to define an instance of a 
BRM schema in terms of sets of objects and bina,ry relations on sets of objects. vVe then 
showed, that it is sirnple to map a BRNI schema to an FOM schema. Because FOM has 
fewer and simpler graphical constructs than BRI'vI, a number of textual constraints has 
to be added to the FOr"I schema in order to preserve equivalence with the BRM schema. 
In the next step a number of these constraints can be used to simplify the FOM schema, 
while retaining equivalence. 

By mapping a BRM schema to an FOM schema we show that everything which can 
be modeled using BRi'v[ can also be modeled using the functional data model. This then 
shows the correctness of the interpretation underlying the transformation algorithm. Since 
FOIVI has a formal semantics associated with it, the equivalence we established between 
the models implies a formal semantics for BRM. The semantics for BRM has been worked 
out in Appendix A. The transformation algorithm has been implemented in Prolog. 

Having established a. sound basis for interpreting a BRM schema we can now go on 
and set up a data language. This can be done directly without transforming first to the 
functiona1 data model. Of course we can benefit from the experience gained by construct
ing anel implementing the functional elata, language [Hae89]. A data, language for BRM 
would c0111prise sub la.nguages for defining constraints tha.t cannot be expressed using the 
graphical conventions (as well as those that can be expressed graphically), for defining 
queries and updates. The language should not only have the expressive power of, say SQL, 
but should allow the user also to make use of inheritance of properties, expressed in the 
model and express recursive queries. 
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FinaIly, we note that we have not dealt here with nested or n-ary relations. The 
inclusion of such modeling constructs in the mapping algorithm is straightforward, since 
we only have to recognize the fact that a nested relationship is really an object type 
in its own right and cannot be simplified away in the rewriting phase of the algorithm. 
The treatment of the constraints becomes a. little bit more involved and has also been 
studied in the context of transforming BRM schemas into relational one [vBtHvdW90]. 
Alternatively, one can use an algorithm from [NHS9] to 'flatten' the relationship first and 
then apply our algorithm. Similarly, n-ary (n > 2) relationships a.re straightforwardly dealt 
with: one introduces a. 'fact object type' with n instead of two key properties. Such a.n 
object type-if strictly n-ary-cannot be simplified in the rewriting phase either. Note that 
once we have all FDM schema, the transition to a relational schema is well understood 
(see [ABvH90],[AdBvH92]). 

Acknowledgement A concise version of this report has appeared in [AdR91]. 
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A Definitions for BRM 

Definition 1. Binary Relatioll.$hip Schema 
A binary relationship schema [dTMS6] is a tuple < L, N, F R, S, FT, ST, C > with: 

L a finite set of lexical object type names. 

N a finite set of non-lexical object type names. We will use 0 = L UNto denote the 
set of all object type names. 
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F a finite set of fact type names. 

R a finite set of role names. Eyen' role r E R has a co-role associated with it : r E R 
andf f 1". It holds that {r I I" E R} = R 

S a finite set of sub link names. 

L, N, P R, and S are mutually disjoint. 

FT a finite set offacts. For each f E F, FT(f) E R -; NUL, and IFT(f) I = 2. We have 
U fEF dom(FT( f)) = Rand 1;I.f./, E F : f f f' -; dom(FT(f))n dom(FT(f') = 0. 

ST a finite set of sub links. For each., E S, ST(s) E N x N. 

C' a finite set of constraints given by a tuple < I, A, T, U, E, X, V, C'L > with: 

I a finite set of role names 1"1 •....• .1""'. defining the set of identifying roles. 

A a finite set of role names 1"" ... ,1'", defining the set of total roles. 

T a finite set of totality constraints. Each tota.lity constraint is denoted as (0, < 
r" .... I·n », n 2: 2, 0 E N,I"i E Rand 3/ E F such tha.t (0,1";) E FT(f) for 
i E [l..n.]. 

U a finite set of uniqueness constraints analogous to T. 

E a finite set of equality constraints. Each equa.lity constraint is either denoted as 
< 1',,1", > ,1"" 1'2 E R, or as < /1, I, >, fr, f, E F. In the first case the roles refer 
to the same object type, in the second case the fact types refer to the same pair 
of object types. 

X a finite set of exclusion constraints. Each exclusion constraint is either denoted 
as <1'1,."'1'" >, n::;' 2, where 7'; E RU5', or as < I',/2 >, /"I, E F. Again 
the corresponding object. types have to match. 

V,. a. finite set of subset constraints. Each subset canstra,jnt is either denoted as a. 
pair < 1"1,1'2 >,7'1"" E R, or as a pair < f".t2 >, fl' h E F and the object 
types involved have to match. 

CL a finite set of clusters. Each cluster is of the form (0,< S" ... ,8" », where 
o EN,s; E Sand l;Ii E [Ln.]: (sub;, 0) E ST(s;). 

Definition 2. Domain Function 
A domain function for a binary relationship schema < L, N, P R, 5', FT, ST, C > IS a 

function DOM with the following properties: 

dom(DOM) = IV U L U F 

for 11 EN: DOlVI(n) is a. set of objects, called the domain of 11 
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for I E L : DOl'I'J( I) is a set of vollies, called the domain of I 

for I E F : for (f, {(1", 0'), (T" 02)}) E FT we have 
DOMU) = IT( {(r" DOM(o,»), (1'" DOM(o,))}). 

DOMU) is a set of two-tuples; for t E DOMU) we have t("i) E DOM(oi) for i E 
{1,2}. 

for s E 8 : for (sub, super) = ST(s) we have sub, super E Nand DOM(sub) = 
DOM(SllPC1'). 

Definition :3. Conceptual Model 
A conceptual model is a pair consisting of a binary relationship schema 

< L, JV, F, R, 8, FT ST, C > and a corresponding doma.in function DOM. 

Definition 4. Database 8tate 
Given a conceptual model <z L, N, p. R, S, FT, ST, C >, DOM> a database state is a 

function b such that: 

1. dom(b) = OuPUR 

2. for a EO: b(o) c:;; DOM(o) and b(o) is finite. 

3. for I E F a.nd (f,{(1',,0,),(r,,02)}) E FTwe have 

b(f) c:;; n({h, b(o,)), (1'" b(o,))}) 

b(1'i) = {t(ri) I t E bU)}· so b(1'i) c:;; bioi) fori E {1,2} 

b(f) is a set of two-tuples: for t E b(.f) we have t(1'i) E bioi) for i E {1,2} 

4. for 8 E Sand (sub, super) = ST(s): b(sub) c:;; b(super) 

.5. '11' E I and f E P such that l' E dom(FT(.f)) we have 
'It, I' E b(f) : I(T) = t'(r) --t t = t' 

6. V,· E A: for f E F such that (1',0) E FT(f) : b(1') = b(o). 

7. '1(0, < "1,··.,I'n » E T : UiE[ln] b(ri) = b(o) 

S. V(ot,<"" ... ,1'n»EU: Vo,o'Eb(ot) : 
(Vi E [1..n]3t i, Ii E b(li) : (ti(T'i) = a /I t';(T'i) = 0') /I (ti(ri) = t';(1'i))) --t 0 = 0', 
where fi E F, such that (ri' at) E FT(.fi) for i E [1..n] 

9. '1< 1',,1'2 >E E,r"r2 E R it holds that b(r,) = biT,), and V < fr,!' >E E,I,'!, E 
F it holds that b(.fl) = 6(Ji), where 6(h) is obtained from b(.1"2) by replacing in every 
tuple of b(h) t.he role-names with the corresponding role-names from fr. 
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10. 1f1"1,"" 1"" E )(,I'i E R uS we ha.ve lfi,jE[l..n],i"jb('"i) n b(!"j) = 0. 
If < II,.f2 >E )(, II, h E F we require that bUr) n 6(h) = 0, where 6(h) as above. 

11. If <1"1,"2 >E \1",1"1,1"2 E Rit holds that b("d <;;; b(,',), a.nd If < II'/' >E V,II'/2 E F 
it holds that b(frl <;;; b(h), where l,(h) as above, 

P If(o,s"1lbl ,.·.,s"1lbn ) E CL,o EN and Si E S such that for i E [1..n] 
ST(s;), we have lfi,jE[l..nI4jb(subi) n b(sllb j ) = 0. 

B The running exam pIe. 

(S"1lbi ,o) 

We here give the textual BRM specification of the running example, as well as the trans
lation and rewriting of it. into an FDfv! schema. 

B.l Textual Specification 

"Information concerning dates: II 
LOT year, month, day. 
NOLOT date. 
FACT WITH ROLE with ON NOLOT date AND ROLE of ON LOT year. 
EACH date with year. # totality constraint on with 
date with AT MOST ONE year. 
FACT WITH ROLE with ON NoLOT 

# uniqueness constraint on with 
date AND ROLE of ON LOT month. 

EACH date with month. 
date with AT MOST ONE month. 
FACT WITH ROLE with ON NOLoT date AND ROLE of ON LOT day. 
EACH date with day. 
date with AT MOST ONE day. 
date IDENTIFIED BY year of date, month, day. 

"Information concerning persons:" 
LOT person_id. 
NOLoT person. 

# key constraint on date 

FACT WITH ROLE belongs_to ON NOLoT person_id 
AND ROLE has ON NOLoT person. 

person_id belongs_to AT MOST ONE person. 
EACH person has person_id. 
person has AT MOST ONE person_id. 
NOLOT man. 
SUBLINK s1 FROM man TO person. 
NOLOT woman. 
SUBLINK s2 FROM woman TO person. 
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EACH person IS A man OR IS A woman. 
man, woman ARE MUTUAL EXCLUSIVE. 
FACT matrimony WITH ROLE husband_of ON NoLOT man 

AND ROLE wife_of ON NoLOT woman. 
man husband_of AT MOST ONE woman. 
woman wife_of AT MOST ONE man. 
CLUSTER c1 OF sl, s2. 

"dangerous (homogeneous) liaisons:" 
FACT affair WITH ROLE lover_of ON NoLoT man 

AND ROLE mistress_of ON NoLoT woman. 

IIwornen are faithful:" 
woman mistress_of man, woman wife_of man ARE MUTUAL EXCLUSIVE. 

"Interesting relations and some constraints:" 
FACT WITH ROLE died_on ON NoLoT person 

AND ROLE of_death_of ON NoLoT date. 
person died_on AT MOST ONE date. 
FACT WITH ROLE born_on ON NoLoT person 

AND ROLE of_birth_of ON NoLoT date. 
person born_on AT MOST ONE date. 
person died_on date SUBSET OF person born on date. 

B.2 The Translation 

VVe will here give the tra.nsformation of the example schema. 

B.2.1 The BRM schema. 

The example schenM is given in the BRiVI schema B =< L/3, !V/3, F/3, R/3, 5/3, FT/3, 5TB, CB >, 
with CL' =< h" AB. UF • TI3. £13. XL" lit,. CLL, >. and 

LL': {year, m.onth. da!}, person_id}; 

1V8 : {date, person: ""-/JUl .. , 'lOo'mo.n}: 

Fl.,: {J~,.I2, f3,.14 . I!udl'imony, affair..f,. f,} 

R,,: {with l , oIl. withe. 0.12. withs • 0.13. belong.Lto, has, husband_of, wife_of, love'r_of, 
mistress_of. dierLon. of_deatiLof. banI-on, of_birth_of} 
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FTL,: {(/J, (( wit.h1 , date), (ok year))), (h, (( with2 , date), (ok month))), 
(f3, (( withg, date), ( oIs, day))), (i4, (( belongs_to, persoILid), (has, person))), 
(matri.mony, ((husband_of, man), (wift-of, woman))), 
( ajJa1:", (( lover _of ,man), (mistresLof, woman))), 
(Is, (( die(Lon, person), ( of _death_of, date))), (i6, (( borlLon, person), (of _birth_of, date)))} 

STF: {(81' (man, person)), (S2, (woman, person))} 

A B : {withl' withe ,withs, has} 

UL,: {(date, < 0/1,0/2,013 >)} 

T,,: {(person, < SI, S2 >)} 

B,2,2 The mapped schema, 

OF: {L_year, L_month, LAay, L_person _id, IV _d(de, N _person, N _man, N _woman, 
F -/1 , F -/2, F -I8, F -ii, F _matrimony, F _ajJair, F -f" F -I6 }; 

FF: {R_withl' R_with2, R_withg. R_ofl , R_of2, R_ofg, R_belongs_to, R_has, 
R_h'llsban(Lof, R_w1}e_of, R_loVCl'_of, R_mistl'ess_of, 
R_die(Lon, lLof _deat/Lof, R_bonLon, R_of _birth_of, 
S_Sf' S-"2} 

Dr {< R_withl,F_.li >.< R_with2,F_f2 >,< R_withs,F_13 >, 
< R_o/J, F-fl >, < R_of2' F-.lt >, < Kofs,F-f3 >, 
< R_belongs_to, F-h >, < R_has, F-I4 >, 
< R_h·1l8&a.llrLof, F _/Il.at·rimony >, < R_wife_of, F _mat"imony >, 
< R_lover_of, F_afJair >, < R_mistre.ss_of, F_ajJair >, 
< Kdied_on, F -f~ >, < R_of_dealh_of, F-I5 >, 
< R_borlLon,F_j~ >,< R_of_biriiLo/,F_fr. >, 
< 05_81, N _/nan >, < S_S2' N _woman>} 

RF: {< R_withl' N_date >, < R_with2 , N_dale >, < R_withs, N_date >, 
< R_ofl, Lyear >, < R_o/2, L_nlonth >, < R_o/s, L_day >, 
< R_belongs_to, L_person_id >, < Rjws, N _person >, 
< R_husba lid_oj', IV _1110 n >, < R_wife_of, N _wollla.n >, 



< R_lover_of, N_man >, < R_mistress_of, N _woman >, 
< R_died_on, iV_person >, < R_of_death_of, N_date >, 
< R_born _on, N _person >, < R_of_birtiLof, iV_date >, 
< 8_s1 , N _person >, < 8_s2 , N _lJerson >} 

QF: {< R_withl,{T. T, T) >,< R_with2,(T, T, T) >,< R_withs,(T, T, T) >, 
< R_ofl, (T,~.~) >, < Koh, (T,~,~) >, < R_ofs, (T,~,~) >, 
< R_belongs_to. (T, T,~) >, < R_ha8, (T, T, T) >, 
< R_hllsbanLo{, (T, T,~) >, < R_wifcof, (T, T,~) >, 
< R_Iover_of, (T,~,~) >, < R_mistress_of, (T,~,~) >, 
< R_died_on,(T.T,~) >,< R_of_deatlLof,(T,~,~) >, 
< R_born_on, (T, T,~) >, < R_of_birilLof, (T,~,~) >, 
< 8_s1 ,ll >,< 8_s2 , 11 >} 

Ur {(F-k < R_withl, R_ofl », (F_.f2, < R_with2, R_of2 », 
(F -f9, < R_withs , R_of, », (F -f4 , < R_belong.s-to, R_has », 
(F_matrimony, < R_husban(Lof, R_wife_of », 
(F_affair, < R_lover_of, R_m.istress_of », 
(F -f5, < R_die(Lon .. Kof _death_of>), (F -/6, < R_borILon, R_of _birtlLof >)} 

Mu: {(N_date,< R-ofl. R_of2, RJ),{g »} 

LeF : N_person = rng(S_sl) U rng(S_s2) 1\ 
rng(S_sl) n rng(S_s2) = 0 1\ 
rng( R_mistrc8.Lof) n rng(R_wife_of) = 0 1\ 
rng( R_died_on) <;;; rng( R_born _on) 

B.2.3 The rewritten schema. 

The resulting schema is :F =< OF, PF , CF >, where PF =< FF, DF , RF > and CF =< 
QF,UF,XF >, and LeF are given by: 

OF: {year, month, day, per$On_id, date, person, man, 'woman, affair,}; 

FF: {o.t~, of2, ols, belong8_to, husband_of.loveLo/, mistre8,s-of, 
of_death_of, of_birth_of, 81, 82} 

DF : {< all, date >" < 012' date >. < OI1, date >, < belongs_to, person >, 
< hU8ban(Lof, woman >, < lover_of, affair >, < mi8tre8,,-of, affair >, 
< of_death_of, person >, < of_birth_of,person >, 
< 81) m,an >~ < 8:2: 'Wom,an >} 
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R F : {< o!I,year>,< ojQ,month >,< ofi,day>, 
< belong.Lto, perSOILid >, < husband_oj, man >, 
< lo've'l'_o!; nU[.'n >; < Tnist1'ess_oJ, woman >, 
< of _death_of, date >, < of _birth_of, date >, 
< 51) pe'1'80n >; < 82, pe'rson >} 

QF: {< ofI,(T,-L,-L) >,< of2,(T,-L,-L) >,< oJs,(T,-L,-L) >, 
< belongs_to, (T, T, -L) >, < husband-oj, (-L, T, -L) >, 
< lover _of, (T, -L, -L) >, <mistress_of, (T, -L, -L) >, 
< of_deatlLof,(-L,-L,-L) >,< of_birth_oJ,(T,-L,-L) >,< 81,11 >,< 82,11 >} 

UF: {(affair, < lover_of, mistress_of », (date, < 0/1, 0/2, o/s >)} 

Xr {} 

LeF: {person = mg(sl ) U rng(s2), 
mg( SI) n rng(s2) = 0, 
mg( mistres,-of) n c1om(ll1lsbnnLof) = 0, 
clom( oj _death_of) <;;; clom( of _birth_of)} 
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